Existing component separation methods fail to consider the complex nonlinear relationship between dam effect quantities and environmental variables. In this study, a novel nonlinear component separation method for the effect quantities is proposed by combining kernel partial least squares (KPLS) and pseudosamples. By this method, a nonlinear monitoring model is established based on KPLS, and the complicated nonlinear relationship between the effect quantities and environmental variables can be determined accurately through the model. Furthermore, special pseudosamples are constructed to separate independent components and coupling influence components of environmental factors from the KPLS model. ese methods have been applied into a super-high arch dam, and the separated displacement components conform to the general deformation law. e presented results indicate that it is more reliable than traditional multiple linear regression models.
Introduction
Dams provide substantial comprehensive benefits, including power generation, flood control, and irrigation. Dam safety significantly affects the security of personal property and ecological environment in the surrounding areas. Based on prototype monitoring data, dam safety monitoring models can be useful to the supervision and management of longterm operation to ensure dam safety operation [1] [2] [3] . Most models predict dam effect quantities (displacement, seepage pressure, and stress) and compare with the observation to identify possible abnormalities. In addition, some models separate the components of influence factors (hydrostatic pressure, temperature, and time effect) of dam effect quantities and physically interpret these components, especially the component of the time effect, to appraise the practical service status during long-term operation. e most popular dam monitoring model is the multiple linear regression (MLR) model [1, 2, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . A common feature of the MLR model is that dam measured behavior is regarded as a linear combination of its influence factors, and model coefficients are fitted by ordinary least squares. However, two key drawbacks of the MLR model are multicollinearity and linearity. e multicollinearity refers to the complete or approximate linear correlation that exists between the influence variables. For example, the multicollinearity may exist between the reservoir level and temperature given seasonal operations of the reservoir, among different terms of the polynomial function to describe the effect of hydrostatic pressure [12] or among influence factors and their lagged variables when considering delayed effects. Linearity refers to the effects of different influence factors that are considered independent and satisfy the superposition principles. However, nonlinear interactions between influence factors are measured. For example, the reservoir level affects the thermal response of the dam because of different air and water temperatures [10, 13, 14] . In addition, the loads of hydrostatic pressure and temperature increase the creep of concrete dams, which is a kind of time effect. e multicollinearity and linearity may lead to poor prediction accuracy and misinterpretation of dam behavior given the inaccurate or incorrect separation of the influence components [2, 12, 15, 16] . Considering the multicollinearity and linearity of the MLR model, many theories and methods are used to establish improved models. On the one hand, stepwise regression method [17] , principal component analysis (PCA) [18] , partial least squares (PLS) [19] , and panel data theory [20] are used to address the multicollinearity. On the other hand, machine learning is also used to establish nonlinear monitoring models that can capture complex interactions among influence factors, such as neural network (NN) models [16, [21] [22] [23] [24] , and support vector regression models [18, 19, [25] [26] [27] . ese nonlinear models own better prediction accuracy than the MLR model, but the components of the influence factors of dam behavior are difficult to separate and physically interpret using these nonlinear models due to the lack of explicit expressions for each component. Mata [16] used the ceteris paribus analysis to interpret the effects of hydrostatic pressure and temperature on dam displacement in the NN model, but the key time effect was ignored.
Kernel PLS (KPLS) [28] is a new nonlinear PLS to address nonlinear problems. In KPLS, the original input data are nonlinearly transformed into a high-dimensional space via a kernel function, and then a linear PLS model is created in the high-dimensional space. e linear relationship obtained by PLS in the high-dimensional space corresponds to the nonlinear relationship in the original input space. KPLS not only retains all of the advantages of PLS, but also has strong nonlinear mapping ability.
us, KPLS can overcome the drawbacks of multicollinearity and linearity of the MLR model. Huang et al. [29] used KPLS to establish a safety monitoring model of super-high dams to indicate that the KPLS model had better prediction accuracy than MLR and PLS models. In order to address the black box problem in kernel function of KPLS, Postma et al. [30] obtained a column of response trace of the model through constructing a column of special pseudosamples, thus realizing a visual display of the nonlinear relation between the original input and the output of the model and disclosing important input variables. e outcome provides a basis for further simplification of models.
In this study, a nonlinear component separation method for dam effect quantities is proposed by combining KPLS and pseudosamples. e remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 describe the method of KPLS and the principles of constructing the pseudosamples, respectively. Section 4 introduces the nonlinear method for combining the KPLS and the pseudosamples to separate the components of dam effect quantities. Section 5 provides an application to verify the feasibility and rationality of the proposed method.
KPLS Method
Assume that there are m independent variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m } and p dependent variables y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y p , and the number of training samples is N, which constitute independent variables matrix X N×m and dependent variables matrix Y N×p . e PLS algorithm first obtains A mutually unrelated implicit variables t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t A and u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u A } from the independent and dependent variables by linear mapping, respectively, and then establishes a linear relationship between t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t A and u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u A . However, the linear PLS cannot simulate a system with complicated nonlinear relationships between independent variables and dependent variables. KPLS transforms the original nonlinear data into linear in high-dimensional feature space through kernel function k(
and then constructs the linear PLS model in high-dimensional feature space, as shown in Figure 1 . e KPLS regression model is described as follows:
where B is a (c × p) matrix of the regression coefficients and ε is a (N × p) matrix of residuals. By introducing a kernel function, it is possible to avoid calculating a specific nonlinear mapping and dot product operations in the feature space. e Gram kernel matrix K N×N (K � ΦΦ T ) is composed of the cross inner product of all mapping vectors. e KPLS algorithm [31] is expressed as follows (Algorithm 1):
Based on the KPLS algorithm, the score matrix T N×A � [t 1 , . . . , t A ] of the matrix Φ N×c and U N×A � [u 1 , . . . , u A ] of the matrix Y N×p can be determined. Both two matrixes are orthogonal in accordance with columns. e expression for calculating the regression coefficient matrix B and the fitted values is as follows:
e predicted values of output can be calculated using
It should be pointed out that before the KPLS operation, the data needs to be centralized in the high-dimensional feature space. is process can be accomplished by replacing K and k(x) by K and k(x) in the following equations, correspondingly:
where I �
Pseudosamples
Pseudosamples were first used in the sensitivity analysis of uncertainty factors. Pseudosamples that change with a single factor are constructed to estimate the influence degree on the objective indicator, thus generating major influence factors. Postma et al. [30] constructed a column of special pseudosamples and obtained a column of response traces of the 2 Advances in Civil Engineering model to realize a visual display of the nonlinear relationship between inputs and outputs of the system. e special pseudosamples take all weights into one input variable, whereas the rest were set to 0. Assuming a KPLS model with m input variables, a column of pseudosamples for the first input variables can be constructed as follows:
where z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z k is the equivalent interval in the value range of input z.
where z max and z min are the maximum and minimum values of the input variables z and k is the number of pseudosamples. e value of k is positively related to the nonlinearity of the system. is column of pseudosamples has been used as the new inputs of the KPLS model. k response values of the outputs can be determined using equation (4) . Assuming that the response values of a output variable (w) are w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w k , a scattering point diagram can be drawn in accordance with z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z k and w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w k , which is a trace line. It offers a visual display of the nonlinear relationship between the input variables z and the output variables w. Similarly, the trace lines of all inputs can be obtained. rough comparing these trace lines, major inputs that influence outputs can be determined.
Nonlinear Method for Component Separation of Dam Effect Quantities
A complex nonlinear relationship between dam effect quantities and environmental variables is observed due to nonlinear factors, including nonlinear constitutive relation of dam materials, transverse joints of dam body, and contact nonlinear of dam foundation fault. To separate the real components of the effect quantities, this study initially establishes a nonlinear monitoring model using KPLS and then separates the influence component of various environmental factors from the KPLS model through constructing special pseudosamples. e construction of the dam safety monitoring model discloses the determined relationship between the effect quantities and environmental variables using the prototype monitoring data based on mathematical, mechanical, and information science methods. en, the effect quantities can be predicted and separated. e dam safety monitoring system is depicted in Figure 2 .
e nonlinear expansion of environmental factors is performed with a nonlinear mapping (φ) to realize the nonlinear relationship with the effect quantities in a high-dimensional feature space. e effect quantities and the environmental variables contain noise, while some unusable and redundant components for interpreting the effect quantities are added through the nonlinear expansion. erefore, the effective Figure 1 : KPLS simulation of a complicated nonlinear system.
If t i converges, turn to step (7) ; otherwise, return to step (3) Advances in Civil Engineering components t i and u i corresponding to the environmental variables and the effect quantities are, respectively, obtained by the linear mapping of α and β, and the linear relationship between t i and u i is established. Moreover, the components extracted by PLS are extracted together through the input and output variables. Substantially, this process is called weighted PCA. erefore, the effective components of the environmental variables and the effect quantities can interpret dam service conditions well. Moreover, as a whole structure, the dam has a strong correlation between the effect quantities, thereby making the multidependent variable KPLS modeling more advantageous than the single-dependent variable KPLS modeling, which can save modeling time and eliminate data noise and redundancy effectively [28] . erefore, this study uses KPLS to establish a nonlinear model for multiple effect quantities. e prediction model is described in equation (4).
Based on the established model, the practical samples are directly reconstructed into a type of special pseudosamples as the input of the model. is study aims to separate the influence components of various environmental variables from the KPLS model. e environmental factors are assumed to affect the dam behavior in the model and can be divided into three groups, namely, hydrostatic pressure, temperature, and time effect. To obtain the corresponding hydrostatic pressure component, the values of temperature and time effect factor in the actual sample can be directly set to 0. e output value can be obtained by constructing a column of pseudosamples and input the pseudosamples into the KPLS model (equation (4)). After deducting the initial value, the output value is nearly the desired hydrostatic pressure component. Similarly, the temperature and time effect components can be obtained. e three components obtained are only the independent components of hydrostatic pressure, temperature, and time effect on dam behavior. In addition, couplings among the effects of the three environmental factors occur, as shown in Figure 3 . For example, the time effect deformation of a concrete dam can be intensified by increasing the water level. Changes in water level may also affect the boundary conditions of the temperature field in the concrete dam, further affecting the effects of temperature. erefore, it is necessary to analyze the coupling components to understand the operation condition of the dam well and make the monitoring safety operation of the dam beneficial. e corresponding coupling components can also be separated from the KPLS model based on the pseudosamples. e corresponding method is presented in Table 1 , and its proof is provided in Appendix.
From the abovementioned analysis, a nonlinear method for component separation of dam effect quantities can be established by combining KPLS and pseudosamples. e entire process of this method is demonstrated in Figure 4 .
e specific steps are presented as follows:
( 
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Advances in Civil Engineering (5) By inputting the constructed pseudosamples into the KPLS model established in (3), the influence components of each environmental factor can be separated.
Validation and Application
In order to verify the proposed method, a case study based on an arch dam is carried out. is arch dam is a concrete doublecurvature arch dam, with a maximum height of 294. Figure 6 . During the same period, the measured values of the reservoir water level are shown in Figure 6 . e mean square error (MSE) is applied to compare the fitting and forecast accuracy of the two models. e expression of the MSE is as follows:
where n is the number of training samples or test samples; y i is the ith observed value; and y i is the ith model fitting value or forecast value. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the mean square error of the KPLS model is smaller than that of the MLR model in both the fitting period and the prediction period. e average fitting and prediction mean square error are 0.074 and 0.090, respectively, and the accuracy is about 1 and 2 orders of magnitude higher than the MLR model. e high accuracy of this model provides a strong guarantee for the next component separation.
Component Separation.
In accordance with the method presented in Table 1 , the corresponding pseudosamples are constructed and input into the KPLS model. e independent and coupling influence components of hydrostatic pressure, temperature, and time effect can be obtained through calculation. e corresponding component hydrographs of y5 radial displacement on the crest of a crown cantilever are exhibited in Figures 8 and 9 . e results indicate that each environmental variable has dominant and independent influences on the arch dam, and the coupling influence is significant. Moreover, the variation in the coupling component is complex, thereby confirming that a complex nonlinear relationship exists between the effect quantities and the environmental variables.
To verify the rationality of the aforementioned nonlinear separation results, the independent influence components are compared with the components from the MLR model. (1) e variation in the two models is the same and satisfies the general deformation law of the arch dam. at is, the reservoir water level rises, the upstream water thrust increases, the dam deforms downstream, the displacement of the hydrostatic pressure component to the downstream increases, and vice versa. When the temperature decreases, dam concrete shrinks, the dam deforms downstream, and the displacement of the temperature component to downstream also increases. At the beginning of the modeling period, the dam has just been poured, and the arching is completed. e water level of the reservoir is low, and the dam has a creep deformation upstream given the influence of the dam's overhang weight. In the later period, with the rise in the reservoir water level, the upstream water thrust increases, and the dam turns to creep deformation downstream. e time effect component shifts to the upstream and then to the downstream with time. In addition, the modeling period belongs to the initial stage of dam impounding operation. e time effect deformation induced by water load develops rapidly, and the displacement of the time effect component to the downstream owns a linear growth trend in the later period. Advances in Civil Engineering
(2) e independent component of the hydrostatic pressure is relatively smaller in the KPLS model than in the MLR model, and the difference between the two models is evident when the water storage is close to the normal water storage level. To explore their rationality, the arch dam is subjected to an elastic finite element calculation analysis. e finite element calculation model is depicted in Figure 13 . e centerline of the arch dam is used as the reference, and the right and the left bank directions are selected as 800 m. Taking the origin of the dam crest as the reference, 400 m is taken upstream and 600 m is taken downstream. e length selected below the base is nearly the height of the dam, which is approximately 653 m elevated. e slope of the rock mass 
In accordance with the actual change in the water level in the modeling period, the hydrostatic pressure component is calculated using equation (10), and the result is exhibited in Figure 10 . e FEM and the MLR model hydrostatic pressure components are close in the first two water storage processes, and the difference between the two models is evident when the third water storage is close to the normal level. However, the FEM hydrostatic pressure component is larger than the KPLS model, and the difference between the three water storage processes is minimal. When the third water storage is close to the normal level, the difference in the hydrostatic pressure component between the KPLS model and FEM model is smaller than the difference in the hydrostatic pressure component between the MLR model and the FEM model. e mechanical analysis shows that the hydrostatic pressure component of the arch dam deformation consists of three parts, as displayed in Figure 14: (1) the internal force generated by the reservoir hydrostatic pressure on the dam causes the dam displacement (δ 1H ); (2) the internal force generated on the rock base surface causes the dam displacement (δ 2H ); and (3) the weight of the reservoir water acts on the reservoir basin, thus causing the dam displacement (δ 3H ) due to the rotation of the reservoir basin. Considering the limited extension of the FEM model to the upstream, the influence of the deformation of the reservoir basin on the displacement of the dam cannot be fully considered, thus the rotational displacement of the parts of the dam upstream is neglected. In accordance with this limitation, the hydrostatic pressure component of the abovementioned finite element is corrected; that is, the hydrostatic pressure component downstream is reduced. e FEM hydrostatic pressure component in Figure 10 is translated downward, which is close to the hydrostatic pressure independent component of the KPLS model. In addition to the elastic deformation of the dam and foundation, the hydrostatic pressure can also cause creep deformation and some irreversible plastic deformations.
e later three deformations are related to the hydrostatic pressure and time effect and belong to the coupling component of hydrostatic pressure and time effect. e MLR model constructed in this study cannot consider the coupling effect of hydrostatic pressure and time effect. erefore, the separated hydrostatic pressure component is inevitably affected by hydrostatic pressure-time effect coupling component, which is inconsistent with the FEM hydrostatic pressure component. When the dam initially approaches the normal water level, the influence of hydrostatic pressure-time effect coupling is prominent. Based on the abovementioned analysis, the hydrostatic pressure can be reasonably considered an independent component of the KPLS model. 
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in the high-temperature period of the reservoir area. erefore, compared with the initial moment, the deformation temperature component must be displaced substantially downstream and reach the maximum in the low-temperature period. Given that the reservoir water temperature lags behind air temperature change and dam concrete heat conduction time effect, the temperature component of dam deformation has a hysteresis effect relative to air temperature, and the lag time is generally nearly 1 month. us, the temperature component is compared with the average temperature in the first 30 days in the reservoir area ( Figure 11 ). Under the premise of the same environmental variable factors, the temperature-independent component of the KPLS model is negatively correlated with the average temperature during the first 30 days. In addition, considering that the MLR model only uses an annual cycle harmonic temperature factor, a deficiency may exist. In this study, a semiperiodic harmonic temperature factor ( sin(4πt/365), cos(4πt/365) { }) is added on the basis of the abovementioned modeling factor, and a two-period harmonic MLR model is constructed. e temperature component separated by the MLR model is shown in Figure 10 . e displacement to the upstream is large, and the correlation with the average temperature in the first 30 days is poor.
is result is considered unreasonable. In summary, the temperature-independent component of the KPLS model separation is regarded as reasonable. is result is due to the fact that the arch dam is subjected to the huge hydrostatic pressure that corresponds to the normal level for the first time. Moreover, structural and stress adjustments occur, and the dam body and foundation have produced numerous irreversible plastic deformations. In addition, the total time effect component tends to stabilize, which is a normal phenomenon.
Conclusion
In this study, a nonlinear method for the component separation of dam effect quantities is proposed by combining KPLS and pseudosamples. e method initially uses KPLS to establish a nonlinear analysis model for dam safety monitoring. e model can determine the complex nonlinear relationship between dam effect quantities and environmental variables, avoid the influence of noise and environmental factor multicollinearities, and fully utilize the correlation information between multiple effect quantities to eliminate noise effectively. e model has high fitting and prediction accuracy, thus providing a strong guarantee for subsequent component separation. On the basis of the proposed KPLS model, the independent and coupling influence components of each environmental factor are separated by constructing special pseudosamples. e application indicates that the separation result of the nonlinear method is consistent with the MLR model. is result is in accordance with the general deformation law, and the separation result is more credible in the nonlinear method than in the MLR model. e pseudosample component separation method designed in this study is also applicable to other dam nonlinear monitoring models, such as NN models and SVM models. However, the coupling influence components of the environmental factors separated in this study are complex, and further efforts should be put on physical causes of the coupling influence components and thus understand the working state of the dam well and ensure its safety.
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